AMOEBA 3.0 (C) Atari and Amy Chen

AMOEBA is an Atari internal prototype debugger. It is incredible good, it shows even the actual status flags, has trace capabilities and so on. Please discover on your own and maybe, you write a manual for it? We would really appreciate your help in this.

ATR-Images

- Amoeba.atr; original disk with AMOEBA and altered VTOC; not bootable
- Amoeba_with_DOS_2.0S.atr; DOS 2.0S with AMOEBA as AUTORUN.SYS runable

Images

AMOEBA original Atari diskette - for Atari internal use only - not for publication; prototype; serial # 21

AMOEBA 3.0 startscreen, relocatable at start

AMOEBA in hex editing mode. Please take into account the status of the flags! :-)))

AMOEBA in trace mode
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